CLASSIFICATION

Read the group of words. Choose the correct word that goes in the parenthesis. Print it on the line.

1. March April ( )
   May days
   1. May

2. four five ( )
   six numbers
   2. six

3. knee elbow ( )
   body wrist
   3. wrist

4. big large ( )
   size tall
   4. tall

5. shoe slipper ( )
   sandal clothes
   5. sandal

6. frown unhappy ( )
   happy sad
   6. sad

7. zipper button ( )
   hat hook
   7. hook

8. Sunday Tuesday ( )
   month Monday
   8. Monday

9. squirrel mouse ( )
   gerbil animals
   9. gerbil

10. sun moon ( )
    star light
    10. star

11. orange lemon ( )
    citrus lime
    11. lime

12. Al Bob ( )
    Ann Carl
    12. Carl